
Mixed Word Study Review Part 1
 Name  Date

Directions: Underline the adverb(s) in each sentence. 

Example: Becky crawled quietly under the table. 

Mateo enjoys going to the movies often. 

The robber barely escaped the bank just as the police o�cers arrived.

My dad normally takes the garbage out every Wednesday. 

Fantastic Mr. Fox likes to sing loudly at night in spite of what the neighbors say.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Directions: Write an adverb to modify the verb in the following sentences.

5.  Little Red Riding Hood skipped _____________ through the forest on her way to her grandma’s house.

6.  Startled by the explosion, the dog barked ______________, further scaring the neighbors. 

7.   Francisco ______________ visits his aunt in San Jose every summer break. 

Directions: Circle fragment or sentence for each of the following sentences. If they are fragments, 
rewrite them as complete sentences.

Fragment         Sentence

Fragment         Sentence

Fragment         Sentence

Fragment         Sentence

8.  The doctor, who was mildly sick herself, hobbled lethargically into the room 
to attend to her sick patient. 

Complete sentence: 

Complete sentence: 

Complete sentence: 

Complete sentence: 

9.  Unfortunately, the newest addition to the dance team. 

10.  Mom was so excited to run into her high school friend.

11.  Ran and ran until he hit a brick wall. 

ANSWER SHEET

merrily

furiously

usually

Unfortunately, the newest addition to the dance team, is unable to make it to 
practice today.

Student answers will vary. 

Student answers will vary. 

Student answers will vary. 

The zombie ran and ran until he hit a brick wall.
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 Name  Date

Directions: Read the paragraph and underline the words that have an a�x. Then write the a�x 
(pre�x or su�x) on the line along with its de�nition. 

               My cat Flu�y is somewhat overweight. She’s very playful during the evenings but I cannot get her to 
exercise more than a few minutes. I am powerless when she looks up at me with her big green eyes and 
begs for food. While I realize she is fatter than the average cat, I refuse to believe that her health is being 
a�ected. I’ve noticed lately that she is restless when she sleeps; perhaps she is having cat dreams. She’s an 
adorable pet and, in my opinion, the greatest companion. 

A�x (Pre�x or Su�x)                      De�nition 

Directions: Write an antonym and a synonym for each word below. Then use one set of antonyms or 
synonyms in a sentence. 

Sentence: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

   Word                                           Antonym                                                  Synonym

happy

large

helpful

shy

hungry

wild 

-ful full of

without

more than

without

Student answers may vary.

sad

small, tiny, miniscule

helpless, useless

outgoing

stu�ed

tame

content, ecstatic

huge, gigantic, big

bene�cial, cooperative, useful

timid

ravenous

savage, uncivilized, free

superlative; the most

-less

-er

-less

-est

Sample answer: Nicole would like to be a more outgoing person, but she can’t deny that she is really quite timid. 
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